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ESRC-funded Discourses of
Voluntary Action (NGOs)
project
• Examining the debates that have taken place on
the role, position and contribution of NGOs in
the provision of welfare in the 1940s and 2010s
• Comparing and contrasting public, political and
NGO discourses over two time periods: 1940s
and 2010s
• Using three narratives: public, state, NGOs

Project Partners
• Co-producing knowledge
with NGOs: NCVO, Children
England, UK Youth and Age
UK
• Mass Observation Project –
new directive
commissioned 2018
• Archive and expertise of
former chair of NGO, NCVYS
(1937-2016)
• Project Steering Group
(includes project partners,
head of archives UCL)

Two ‘transformational moments’
1940s:
Beveridge Report (1942), war-time planning and
development of the ‘social service state’ or ‘welfare
state’
NGOs didn’t disappear, but there were outstanding
questions: what role should the state & NGOs play in
delivering social welfare?

2010s:
Different visions of the welfare state are emerging across
the UK jurisdictions
For England a fundamental renegotiation of the role of
the state is underway; with the responsibility (and costs)
of welfare being increasingly shifted to individuals, NGOs
and indeed to the private sector

Co-producing
knowledge
•

Involves working collaboratively and
interactively with NGOs

•

Co-production opens us the emotional
and/or affective in social science

•

It is relational, involves reciprocity, not
uni-directional flow of knowledge

•

Valuing multiple knowledges, not merely
epistemic knowledge

•

Partnerships built on trust, but can be
fragile,

•

Access to NGO archives essential for our
project, the third archival voice

Archival material to understand social problems
• Fragments, partial, incomplete
• Boundary of public knowledge –
challenges
• Collaborative practices of working
within archives
• Form and content of archives is
changing with digitisation and ICTs

The project
• Co-produced project proposal
• 2015 bid submitted, outcome august
2016, started July 2017
• One NGO partner closed, NCVYS 19372016; UK Youth joined 2016
• Collaborations articulated through
Memoranda of Understanding
• Access to key statements, policy
documents, board papers, publications
for 1940s and 2010s
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Archival challenges
• Finding the documents – worked across
departments, for one NCVO material prior to
1990s at London Metropolitan Archives
• Gaps
• Material – in house material lack the order and
structure those in third-party repository
• Some records in poor condition (mouldy)
• 1940s material – scanned or photographed
typescript or print textual documents converted
into word files using OCR text conversion
software
• 2010s material ‘born digital’ word or PDF files
• 2010s material more extensive than 1940s

Concluding Comments
• Focus of our project is understanding mixed economy of welfare
• Using three archival voices (state, public and NGOs)
• Access private archives through partnerships with NGOs, gathering
material from the 1940s and 2010s, looking back and looking forward
• Boundary of public knowledge, accessed following establishing
protocols through MoUs
• Meet with project partners formally through Steering Group meetings,
and through informal contact
• Beginning to share emerging insights with partner organisations via
verification workshops (NGO Trustee Board members and Policy teams)

Thank you for coming!
For more information on our research see:
https://discoursesofvoluntaryaction.wordpress.
com/

